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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable is not officially a report, although there is reporting on recent WEAR sustain 
launch events in Sofia, Barcelona and London in April and the first days of May 2017, including 
all the logistical details of the Open Call Launch (matchmaking) events, organised as part of 
WP6 by WEAR partners to: 

1. Disseminate the Open Calls (WP3), helping applicants understand how to apply, 

2. Provide networking and matchmaking opportunities for potential WEAR Call 1 
applicants (WP6),  

3. Engage the same participants in discussion to assist applicants understand the design 
problems we hope them can solve (WP5), enable them to meet each other and share 
project ideas to collaborate and apply for the project funding (WP3), and  

4. Feed into the expert and lay opinion on what should be included in the Sustainability 
Toolkit(WP5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 

The information and views set out in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not 
necessarily reflect the official opinion of the Commission. The Commission may not be held 
responsible for the use which may be made of the information contained therein.  
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INTRODUCTION  

While this is a WP6 deliverable, it is not officially a report. However, a collection of materials 
developed for the deliverable, the Matchmaking Events, it serves the other work packages of 
the WEAR project in terms of: 

1. disseminating the Open Calls (WP3), helping applicants understand how to apply, 

2. providing networking and matchmaking opportunities for potential WEAR Call 1 
applicants (WP6),  

3. engaging the same participants in discussion to assist applicants understand the 
design problems we hope they can solve (WP5), enable them to meet each other and 
share project ideas to collaborate and apply for the project funding (WP3), and  

4. feeding into the experts and lay opinion on what should be included in the 
Sustainability Toolkit(WP5) 

This collection of materials herein includes: 

• the framework for events for partners and for hosts 
• a checklist for hosts to understand how to run each event  
• events schedule of speakers 
• the info on how to run the speed networking activity 
• the PR lists for Press Releases in various regions 
• posters for the 1st 3 events 
• the data collection and feedback forms for the discussion groups for each event 
• links to Eventbrite registration from 2 events 
• link to photos from the 1st event 

1.1 WP6 OBJECTIVE 

The goal of this Work Package is to design and implement a Europe-wide dissemination and 
communication plan to maximise the impact of WEAR, of its funded projects and thus of its 
network of local hubs and advocacy centres. Specific objectives are: 

• Provide a dissemination plan covering the overall project and the selected teams 
• Create and update communication and dissemination material 
• Organise matchmaking events to engage teams in the Open Calls 
• Organise a final showcase event to promote the Sustainability Strategy Toolkit and 

the results of the selected teams. 
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1.2  OVERVIEW OF DELIVERABLE 6.3 

“First Matchmaking events before the Open Call” 

Organisation of matchmaking events across Europe before Open Call 1. Each event will inform 
participants of the Open Calls and the rules of the competition, give access to information on 
the proposal submission process and encourage participants to develop a full proposal. 

2. WEAR EVENT FRAMEWORK 

Each event must be run in a relatively similar way, with first launch events taking place between 
March 15th and April 30th 2017. 
 
First event locations are: Smart FabLab in Sofia (CEE launch, March 31/April 1 2017), Barcelona 
Canodrom (April 20/21, 2017), Digital Catapult, London (May 3rd, 2017), Eindhoven and Brussels 
(May 16th – 19th)  
 
Scheduling - Need to think about Seasons, holidays, accessibility, weather, hours 
Lead times, reservations 
 
10 events and for 2 calls will require 2 partner representatives per event, but with 6 partners, some of 
partner representatives will have to do more: 
 

Central Europe Heritiana (imec) / Ingrid (DataScouts) 

Eastern Europe Stavri (DSLL) 

Northern Europe Berit (UdK) 

Southern Europe Giannino (Blumine) 

Western Europe Rachel (QMU), Camille (UCA) 
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EVENTS SHOULD INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES 

 
1. Be one day minimum, or 1.5 days with evening before as Reception/ Open Call launch and 

Networking activities; 

2. ½ day symposia, Potential timeline: 2-3 hrs of talks, up to 4 speakers; 

3. ½ day / 2-3 hrs for discussion groups / research cafe 

4. An evening / 2-3 hrs (before or after) Open Call reception and Networking activity for Artists 
and Technologists to form teams; 

5. Launch events should target all stakeholders, but especially: 
a) potential hub leaders and mentors, for symposia and discussion groups/ research cafe; 

and  
b) artists and technologists for Open Call reception evening session - those who might apply 

to the call; 
 
6. Each event should try attract 55 - 80 participants for symposia and talks and 100-150 for evening 
reception, depending on available spaces/venues; All participants need to sign-up via Eventbrite and 
marked off on attendance so that we can keep a record. 
 
7. All symposia speakers/talks should be video captured for our website and inform WP5 Toolkit 
development - all venues/ hosts should already have this capacity, so that we don't have to pay to 
hire; 
 
8. All research cafe discussions should be captured and data made available for WP5 Toolkit 
development; 
 
9. Have as popular press (TV and Internet) as possible; 
 
10. Space & equipment needs:  

a) Symposia/ talks - theatre-style (600-800 sq ft = 56-74 sq mtrs) = 100 people 
Registration facility, projector, stage/podium, PA system, chairs for participants, catering (tea, 
coffee, biscuits-morning, cups, napkins, lunch,  plates, cutlery) student videographer & power 
supply  

 
b) Discussion groups - banquet style (1200 sq ft = 112 sq mtr) = 100 people 
Registration facility, 10-15 tables, chairs for participants, catering (tea, coffee, biscuits-
afternoon, cups, napkins), flipcharts and markers/pens, post-it notes  

 
c) Evening reception - (1200 sq ft = 112 sq mtr)  up to 150-200 people 

 
Registration facility, projector, stage/podium, PA system, catering (nibbles and wine/juice/water, 
glasses and small plates, napkins). 
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CONTENT OF SYMPOSIA  

Speakers and experts should discuss the issues of Ethical, Sustainable, Environmental and Aesthetic 
Wearable Devices and Smart Textiles design and production with at least 2-5 leading experts 
speaking on this issue - from an environmental, philosophical or artistic perspective in terms of 
design, production and supply-chain, data collection in electronics, textiles or fashion industries. 
 
Starting points for Group Discussion at WEAR Events 
What are the challenges and opportunities for creating ethical and sustainable wearable technology 
and e-textiles? 
1) Environment: 
 
How should artists and technologists begin to address environmental issues in creating, using and 
discarding wearable devices and smart textiles? 
Where do we start to address environmental issues, such as: mineral sourcing, mining waste and 
pollution, end of life, e-waste and textile waste, and the impact on soil, water and animals, interacting 
with the environment in a calming way, and developing new generative environments? 

- Product Lifecyles and Circular Design 
 

2) Use & Reuse vs Waste: 
 
How should artists and technologists develop new wearables using technologies, textiles and materials 
that engage with sustainable use, reuse or waste? 
Where do we start to address ethical material sourcing, are biodegradable, recyclable, self-repairing or 
even actively cleaning the environment; are reusing existing products and materials, or involve 
upcycling, life cycle waste management, circular design, involve zero waste, emissions, non-toxic dyes 
and fabrics, or are made of natural, organic sustainable, or bio-materials. Further areas include: 
biomimetic approaches, and no-tech smart materials. 
 
3) Body/physiology/somatics: 
 
How should artists and technologists address and combat the negative impact of wearable technologies 
and smart textiles on the body? 
Where do we start to address health issues arising with the use of Wearables and Smart Textiles, such 
as through toxicity of plastics and metals on skin, use of hormones, EMG waves forms interfering with 
body processes, electronics interfering with electrical signals of the heart, spinal cord etc.; comfort when 
worn on the body, or implants and their evasiveness on internal body chemistry and processes. Possibly 
growing substrates or soft/living architectures that are an extension of wearables or even animal 
wearables for conservation / healing? 
 
4) Energy and Batteries: 

 
How should artists and technologists develop wearable devices and smart textiles that harvest or make 
use of alternative energy, such as thermal energy from the body or sun, kinetic, energy from movement 
(e.g. piezoelectric, electrostatic, airflow), or use biological processes and materials as source? 
 
5) Emotional/Mental health: 
 
How should artists and technologists develop wearable devices and smart textiles that minimise the 
negative impact on users emotional and mental health, and enhance comfort and wellbeing? 
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Where do we start to address topics of personal privacy, supporting and enhancing relationships and 
intimacy between people, as well as the use of monitoring and preventative approaches to the physical 
mental and emotional health, e.g. assistive tech for dementia / autism, gerontechnology (elders)? 
 
Social/Cultural/Economic: 
 
How should artists and technologists develop wearable devices and smart textiles that create social, 
cultural and economic sustainability? 
Where do we start to address one or more themes around surveillance and social equality, employment 
ethics and work conditions, such as employer-surveillance, poor labour practices and human rights 
issues, or questions around collecting users’ data, such as for algorithmic focussed marketing, 
corporate profit and government surveillance, or involve methods of protecting personal privacy, using 
body-area-network only data processing? 
 
Open category: 
 
What other ethical, responsible, environmental, sustainable and aesthetic solution to a real world social, 
political, economic and environmental problem? 
 

ACTION LIST FOR HOSTS (POTENTIAL BUDGET SPEND) 

Space  To be sponsored by a hub 

Staffing To help with meet, greet and directions 
Registration desk. 
To help with round table discussions  

• 1 person to facilitate at each table of 7-8  
• 1 person to take notes at each table 

Refreshments Food, beverages. Try to structure event so we don’t have big spends on 
things like lunch, unless of course budget allows. 

Speakers/ travel 
exp 

Honoraria 
Lodgings 
Travel/transportation 

Filming, Editing, 
photography 

We want to document discussions and use this to build a library of content, to 
be made accessible to others who cannot attend events. Costs may include: 

• Photo/videographer  
• Equipment rental 
• Film editing  

Facebook Live event streaming - needs high speed server so need to make 
sure internet connection complies with the broadcasting requirements!  

Publicity & 
Marketing 

Identify target audiences. 
Get hold of PR/Media list 
Outlets: Online, websites, email blasts, blogs, social media paid marketing, 
press releases, journals, newspapers. 

Marketing Market at least 4 weeks before: 
Invitations to stakeholders  
Compile VIP lists and send invitations 
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Eventbrite page set-up - send to Datascouts to put on WEAR events 
calendar. 
FB live? Invite others around Europe to join the event via live?  

Registration Eventbrite sign in - print sheets and via mobile/iPad 
Delegate lists 
Badges (colour code Art | Tech| Other for networking) 
Need to sign people in. 

AV, décor, and 
furniture 

Best if space already has AV equipment in-house as this will save on costs. 
Needs good broadband connection & Wi-Fi access printed for audience 
Projector - may need more than one 
Mics - for speakers, each panellist & audience. 
Speakers,  
Lighting,  
Video camera & tripod 
Laptop - FB live stream + moderator 
Mobile phone - tweeting +images + answer questions 
Live Storify wall if there’s an extra projector 

Printing & 
stationery 

Badges 
Open Call Posters & Signage 
Postcards 

Event branding PowerPoint holding slide to brand the event & as a holding slide in between - 
Adapt 1st slide from our presentations in the D6.1 folder as a background 
design for directions. 

 

Budget per event = €1000  
 
***which needs to cover all above, plus speaker honoraria and expenses. Where possible much of the 
hosting and staging of events will be required to be sponsored. 
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2.1 EVENT CHECKLIST FOR HOSTS  

Below is a synopsis of what is happening in  at the event and what an event host will need to 
do. 

*SYMPOSIUM AND DISCUSSION SESSION   

• Hosts must arrive at 1 hour before event to make sure they are setting up the room 
correctly; 

• From advertised arrival time, greet people, register them if no one from the venue is 
available; 

• From 10 minutes before start time, herd people into room to get them to take their 
seats for a prompt start, where the MC/ WEAR consortium representative will again 
introduce the WEAR project overall; 

• Please adjust the Speaker Bios in order to introduce each of themin correct order 
and as they arrive (although we will try obtain these a day or two in advance for each 
host); 

• Speakers have 20 minutes each plus 5 minutes Q&As, timing must be strict as we 
have much to achieve each event; 

• Once the speakers have all spoken, they will be asked to go to one of the discussion 
group tables to faciltate discussion based Open Call Themes prvided to them 
specifically to lead;  

• Most speakers will stay on to host their discussion group, but if there aren’t enough to 
speakers to facilitate the discussion groups, the groups should be made bigger to 
accomoadte the number of facilitators. Each speaker will have been briefed with what 
their are to do in advance; 

• Each group must have Postit Notes of diferent colours, pens of different colours, 
flipchart paper per table and a sketch book for the visual thinkers will also be 
available to circulatebetween tables during discussion; 

• Each facilitator sits in a group of 6-8 (no more) participants – either 5-6 tables (or 
more based on attendance numbers) – and they read out the topic they’ve been 
given in advance by the organiser to the group and discuss it for 10-15 minutes (not 
more or the groups cannot get to the next steps. They then ask the group to spend 
time brainstorming solutions to these issues – either all together or in sub-groups of 2 
– these ideas are drawn/written on the flipchart paper by the facilitator or on post-it 
notes by the individuals and then are placed on the flip chart paper. This activity goes 
on for the bulk of the time and then the facilitator summarises the main (agreed to) 
outcomes of the brainstorm/mindmap activity and writes on a separate paper that an 
organiser will distrubute. At the end the person facilitating the overall activity will ask 
each group to report to the larger group what their outcome were. Some very 
interesting outcomes will likely be reported. Each group should be audio recorded – 
this can either with a recording device provided by the organisers or by asking the 
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facilitators to record the discussion on their phone and send onto us after. The 
summaries must be video recorded and the facilitator for each group must complete 
the the paper summaries. 

• The last session is to debreif the discussion group session, where everyone will 
come to together to share the summaryfrom their group feedback on their solutions; 

• All of the paper material must be photographeed and gathered – especially the Post-
its/flip chart sheets/sketch book/mind maps/discussion group host forms; 

• For all events speakers must be video recorded and the discussion groups 
photographed (especially the end results and drawings), and where possible some 
groups will be audio recorded. 
 

OPEN CALL LAUNCH SESSION  

(*these many be reversed or for different audiences) 

• We will meet at the venue before the event to talk through the event details and 
ensure it is all set up properly; 

• Attendees need to be greeted as they arrive and tick their names off the guest list 
from Eventbrite and you need to capture their contact details for any attendees who 
didn’t register; 

• A representative from the WEAR consortium will then do a presentation to introduce 
WEAR and launch the Open Call. The Presentation willbe made available to you in 
the off-chance a WEAR consortium partner is not available to present it and the host 
will have to; 

• Then you will introduce each speaker and let them speak for 20 minutes before 5 
minutes of Q&As. Please use a printed out 5/10 minute warning and X (end 
speaking) signs to let the speaker know how long they have/that until they need to 
finish. The speakers will be told that if they overrun we won’t be able to do Q&As; 

• Once all speakers has finished, the host(you) or the WEAR consortium partner will 
introduce the networking/matchmaking activity  to follow – please make sure tere is 
at least 60-90 minutes for this activity; 

• Hosts and participants will then need to circulate and facilitate the networking as 
much as possible before the event finishes at 9pm – make sure to follow the rules to 
make sure its a fun activity and people have time to meet as many people as 
possible. 
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2.2 EVENT CHECKLIST FOR HOSTS/MC 

Item/task Responsibility Extra Info 
Speaker contact list  WEAR Representative In case speakers don’t turn up or you need to 

adjust their timings 
Table and chair(s) in 
reception area for 
registration 

Event Host  

Badges, guest list, 
pens 

Event host to provide 
badges if possible 
WEAR Representative 
to provide guest list for 
registration from 
Eventbrite 

If no one is available at the venue WEAR 
representative to greet attendees and check their 
names on the list. If people attend who aren’t on 
the list ensure you capture their contact details  

Layout of room 
(conference style in 
the morning/round 
tables in the 
afternoon) 

Event Host - WEAR 
representative to help 

Theatre style for the speaker sessions, tables and 
chairs for the discussion groups 

Video camera, 
microphone and tripod 

Event host where 
possible 

At the London event UCA may be able to borrow 
some equipment 

Online 
streaming/FaceBook 
Live where possible 

Event Host and WEAR 
representative 

Need to be able to record this to put on the website 

Flip charts, pens and 
post-it notes 

Event Host One per table where possible Table host to 
facilitate, take pictures 

Paper with timings on 
to let speakers know 
how long they have 
left (10, 5, X) 

WEAR Representative WEAR Representative to hold up a sign when the 
speaker has 10 minutes left/5 minutes left/need to 
end for Q&As (need to leave 5 minutes the end of 
the half an hour session for Q&As) 

Sketch/Scrapbook WEAR Representative For individuals to use to draw and sketch out ideas 
- can be used as a scrapbook as well so can stick 
paper/post-its into it - they just need to indicate on 
the page what it is/what it is responding to in terms 
of the issues being discussed 

Recording roundtable 
discussions 

WEAR Representative 
and table hosts 

Each roundtable discussion needs to be captured 
where possible - by an app on a phone perhaps. 
We would also like to ask Hosts to record a short 
synopsis of the discussion to share with us. 

Catering Event Host 
 

Social Media Updates WEAR representative Tweet and update FB - use WEAR accounts - 
details here:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bRg-
PkSCixDKmmDTqm6G8MI9kc4R--
mTEIlYyFjzpOY/edit?usp=sharing  

Feedback WEAR representative https://www.sli.do/  
Photos Event Host & WEAR 

representative & 
Discussion Group 
Hosts 

Event host and WEAR (on phone is fine): Photos of 
the networking/launch/speakers/discussion groups 
Discussion Group hosts: 
Photo of the group discussion and of the mind 
map/post-its 

Items collect at the 
end of the event/bring 
back to share 

WEAR representative Sheets from the flipchart, post it notes, sketch 
book, discussion group leader feedback forms 
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2.3 EVENTS SCHEDULE 

Suggested WEAR Open Call Launch Event Timings: 

Timings Event Category AV/Catering requirements 
08:30 – 
09:20 

Set up 
 

09:30 – 
10:00 

Registration Desk for registration, badges, signage/poster/banner, 
table with coffee, tea, tap water, biscuits, cups, glasses, 
plates 

10:00 – 
11:00 

Speaker presentations 
and Q&As 

Mic, sound system, stage, chairs, table/lectern, video 
camera. Tap water and glasses for speakers 

11:00 – 
12:00 

Speaker presentations 
and Q&As 

Mic, sound system, stage, chairs, table/lectern, video 
camera. Tap water and glasses for speakers 

12:00 – 
13:00 

Speaker presentations 
and Q&As 

Mic, sound system, stage, chairs, table/lectern, video 
camera. Tap water and glasses for speakers 

13:00 – 
14:00 

Lunch Sandwiches, fruit, tea, coffee, tap water 

13:30 Layout of room change 
for afternoon session 

 

14:00 – 
15:00 

Round table discussions Round tables with 8-10 chairs x 6, recording equipment, 
flip charts and pens 

15:00 – 
16:00 

Round table discussions Round tables with 8-10 chairs x 6, recording equipment, 
flip charts and pens 

16:00 – 
17:00 

Round table discussions Round tables with 8-10 chairs x 6, recording equipment, 
flip charts and pens 

18:00 – 
19:00 

Launch WEAR  Wine, beer, water, snacks, glasses, napkins 

19:00 – 
21:00 

Networking Wine, water, snacks, glasses, napkins 

21:00 – 
22:00 

Clear up Bin bags, cloths, dustpan and brush 

 
NB THIS NEEDS TO BE AMENDED FOR EACH EVENT - THIS IS A GUIDELINE ONLY 
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WEAR Sustain Open Call Launch Barcelona 
Location: 
Canòdrom Parc de Recerca Creativa 
165 Carrer de Concepción Arenal 
08027 Barcelona 
 
Timeline for WEAR Sustain Open Call Launch Barcelona: 
Thursday April 20th:   
 
18:15 Registration 
 
18.30 Giannino Malossi, Blumine: An introduction to WEAR Sustain 
 
18.45 Dr Oscar Tomico, Assistant Professor of the Designing Quality in Interaction 
Research  
Group at the Department of Industrial Design, Eindhoven University of Technology 
 
19.15 Giannino Malossi, Blumine: Open Call announcement details 
 
19.45 Networking and drinks  
 
20.30 Ends 
 
Friday April 21st: 
 
9-9:30 Coffee and registration  
 
9:30 - 9:45 Giannino Malossi, Blumine: An introduction to WEAR Sustain 
9:45 - 10:10 Speaker 1: Dr Pau Alsina, Lecturer, Arts and Humanities Department of the 
Open University of Catalonia 
10:10 - 10:35 Speaker 2: Saúl Baeza, Creative Director, DOES, Cofounder of HUNCH 
Office 
 

10:35 - 10.50 coffee break 
 
10:50 - 11:15 Speaker 3: Sara Gonzales, Creative Director, Deubieta 
11:15 - 11:40 Speaker 4: Elizabeth Bigger, Founder Jorge & Esther 
11:40 – 12:05 Speaker 5: Alicia de Manuel, Phd Student - Philosophy Department UAB 
12:05 - 12:30 Q&A session and discussion 
 
12:30 - 13:15 Lunch 
 
13:15 - 14:40 Discussion Groups with coffee 
14:40 - 15:00 Discussion groups feedback and present discussions & debrief 
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Barcelona Event April 20th and 21st- Speaker Bios 
 
April 20th: 
 
Dr. Oscar Tomico is Bachelor program at ELISAVA Head of the Design Engineering Design 
and Engineering school, and Assistant Professor in the Designing Quality in Interaction 
Research Group, working in the Wearable Senses Lab at Eindhoven University of Technology. 
His main research topic to develop situated practices allowing for a constructive confrontation 
between the designer’s rationale and societal motivations and values (co-reflection). Current 
projects focus involving stakeholders during the design process to foster co-operation and 
reflective practices between participants in order to frame the design space, collaboration 
space and reformulate their design opportunity. He is the project leader of the Smart Textile 
Services project part of the Dutch Creative Industry Scientific Program (CRISP 2011). He 
gained his PhD in 2007 from the Polytechnic University of Catalonia, Barcelona, in Innovation 
Processes in Product Design. His PhD thesis was on subjective experience gathering 
techniques for interaction design based on constructivist psychology. He has been a guest 
researcher and lecturer at the University of Tsukuba School of Comprehensive Human 
Science and at Chiba University (2007, 2008), both in Japan, at UIAH (Helsinki University of 
Arts and Design, 2006, 2007), at ELISAVA (2010), UPF -DTIC (2010), Business engineering 
school, La Salle (2010). Co-project leader of the Philips Creative Challenge (2009). Research 
fellow at eLean Center, Open University of Catalunya (2010-2011). He has been invited 
speaker at conferences like EME3 2010 in Barcelona. He has been scientific committee 
member and reviewer of international conferences such as DPPI (2007, 2011), IDEC (2006) 
and NORDES (2011). He has published in conferences like CHI 2009 and design journals like 
Temes de Disseny (2009) or the International Journal of Design (2010).] 
 
April 21st: 
 
Sara González, http://www.deubieta.com 
Sara González is an architect (ETSAB, UPC University) and has knowledge of shoe 
craftmaking having working alongside a shoemaker for nearly five years.  Sara started a new 
shoe brand in 2013, De Ubieta. She has been producing her shoes, in four shoe collections 
at Portuguese and Spanish small factories, using high quality European materials. Sara is 
very interested in research, which is very difficult to achieve through production, so one 
important part of the brand is also the work she develops in this field alongside the factories.  
Sara has been doing this research through different projects and collaborations, as in Matter 
as Shape (Barcelona Producci 6 2016) where she had the opportunity to contact new materials 
providers from MaterFAD materials centre.  Sara is focused on new materials and also on 
developing new shapes without pattern. First of all because shoe factories can work with 
leather but are not so open to work with other materials due to a lack of experience. Also 
because, though her experience of drawing patterns, she has come to realise that they are 
meant for just leather, but she believes that shape can be created through materials 
themselves and can lead to new designing results.  
 
Elizabeth Bigger http://jorgeandesther.com 
Elizabeth Bigger is best known for the way she seamlessly integrates computational elements 
into garment design and construction. In 2010, she founded the studio, Jorge & Esther in an 
effort to utilize computational resources to upgrade the process of garment design, creation 
and production. Her studio has been honored with Jury Prizes from the International 
Symposium of Wearable Computers in 2012 for ‘Lume’ and in 2016 for ‘Programmable Plaid.’ 
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Elizabeth combines historical garment construction and patterning techniques with modern 
day CAD, CAE, electronics and digital fabrication. 
 
Pau David Alsina http://www.uoc.edu/webs/palsinag/EN 
Pau Alsina, PhD, is a Lecturer at the Arts and Humanities Department of the Open University 
of Catalonia where he coordinates, teaches and does research in the Arts and Contemporary 
Thought area. He also teaches Digital Aesthetics, Media Arts History and Epistemology at the 
Master’s degree of Media Arts Curatorship, in the ESDI Higher School of Design - Ramon Llull 
University. Since 2002 is Director of the Artnodes Journal of Art, Science and Technology, 
where he coordinated special issues on Arts and Sciences such as Mathematics, Biology or 
Complexity Sciences.  
 
He has authored /co-authored several publications on Art, Science and Technology and 
Contemporary Philosophy, as well as has co-curated exhibitions such as "Cultures of Change: 
social atoms and electronic lives" (2009-2010) on Complexity Sciences and Digital 
Technologies at Arts Santa Monica, in Barcelona. He has co-chaired conferences such as 
Interface Politics Conference, and Arts and Speculative Futures Conference. With a strong 
interdisciplinary background in Philosophy, Arts and Engineering he got his Ph.D. in Aesthetics 
and Philosophy of Culture at the Barcelona University and since then he has been doing 
research in four areas which he tends to blend: 1) Software Studies and Bioart. 2) Media 
Archaeology 3) New Materialist Philosophies. 4) Science and Technology Studies, and 
specifically Actor Network Theory, applied to Art and Design.  

Saúl Baeza is Creative Director at DOES, a design and consultancy studio that investigates 
the potentials of materials through research and development. Exploring the boundaries of 
product and fashion design, his interests lie in developing concepts that involve materials 
and technologies with body and mind.	

Since October 2013, he is cofounder of HUNCH Office, a design and experimentation office 
set in Barcelona, working worldwide, combining the creation of fashion collections with 
product design, wearable technology and textile investigation and consultancy services.	

Saúl is currently combining the design practice at DOES with teaching at Elisava School of 
Design and Engineering, IED Barcelona and LCI - FD Moda. He is also curator at “DEMO - 
Understanding” Barcelona Design Festival.	

 

Alicia de Manuel, Phd Student - Philosophy Department UAB 
aka Alicia Way (Madrid, 1991) has a degree in Fine Arts at Universidad Complutense de 
Madrid. She masters in Contemporary Art and Design in EINA, Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona. Having been granted with an scholarship, she finished her studies in Aalto 
University, Helsinki, where she became interested in the relationship between Art, Design and 
Technology. In her latest works, she has been investigating about the relationship of the 
affective body through the virtual space and the possibilities of the self in the Internet. At the 
moment, she is conducting her PhD in Philosophy on "Quantified Self and the process 
of humanization of data in wearable devices". Besides, she is working in the startup based in 
Barcelona, IGLOR Soluciones Audiovisuales Avanzadas, that offers technological solutions to 
break the boundaries between Art and Technology. 
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WEAR Sustain Open Call Launch London 
Location: Digital Catapult 

Timeline1 for WEAR Sustain Open Call Launch London: 

Wednesday May 3rd: 

12-12:30 Coffee and registration  

12:30 - 12:45 Camille Baker, UCA: An introduction to WEAR Sustain 

12:45 - 13:15 Speaker 1: Professor Sandy Black 

13:15 - 13:45 Speaker 2: Professor Martin Charter 

13:45 - 14:00 Coffee break 

 
14:00 - 14.30 Speaker 3: Anne Prahl  

14:30 – 15:00 Speaker 4: Ed Gillespie 

15:00 – 15:30 Panel discussion 

15:30 - 16:00 Coffee 

16:00 – 17:00 Discussion Groups  

17:00 - 17:30 Discussion groups feedback and present discussions & debrief 

 
18:00 Registration for evening event 

18.30 Camille Baker, UCA: WEAR Sustain Open Call announcement details 

18.50 Networking and drinks  

21.00 Ends 
 

Speakers: 

Anne Prahl is a researcher, designer and educator and has been active in the Clothing and 
Textiles industry for over 20 years, working for companies such as Nike, Speedo, WGSN, 
Ellesse, Puma, Marks & Spencer, Animal, Topshop and Esprit, in the UK, Hong Kong and 
Europe. She gained her Master’s Degree in Design for Textile Futures from Central Saint 
Martins College of Art & Design in London in 2007, an experience which started her on-going 
journey into exploring Design for Sustainability. This journey is taking her to new places, 
projects and opportunities, as she is continuously exploring her role as a designer through a 
variety of interesting and challenging design and research projects. 

                                                

1 Timings and line-up subject to change 
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Combining her passion for Sustainability and interest in Wellbeing, Anne is currently 
undertaking practice-led PhD research at London College of Fashion. Her project ‘Designing 
wellbeing: Exploring future opportunities for wearable e-noses’, investigates the integration of 
environmental and human wellbeing, with a particular focus on probing a real user need. 
 
Ed Gillespie, Founder Futerra Consultancy 
http://www.wearefuterra.com/…/www.weare…/faces/ed-gillespie/  
 
Ed Gillespie is a writer, communications specialist, serial entrepreneur and futurist. He is the 
author of ‘Only Planet – a flight-free adventure around the world’ a book about his 
circumnavigation of the globe without getting on a plane, which the Independent said “Allow[s] 
the world’s flaws and beauty to seep into your soul”. Ed is co-founder of Futerra, a change 
agency that specialises in business transformation, creative communications and campaigns. 
For the last fifteen years Futerra has become internationally renowned for its influential, award-
winning work on some of the biggest corporate sustainability initiatives. Ed is also involved in 
a number of pioneering businesses including Growing Underground, a renewable energy 
powered, LED-lit, hydroponic farm in a disused underground tunnel in South London, and is a 
Director of Greenpeace UK. 
 
Professor Martin Charter, Director of The Centre for Sustainable Design & Professor at 
University for the Creative Arts  cfsd.org.uk/, established in 1995. He is a former Visiting 
Professor in Sustainable Product Design at UCA and presently Professor of Innovation & 
Sustainability at UCA. Martin has 29 year’s experience in a wide range of topics related to 
sustainable business with particular expertise in sustainable innovation and product 
sustainability. Martin has sat on many international expert committees and advisory boards 
including World Resources Forum and Eco-innovation Observatory. He led and participated in 
UK government funded missions and expert groups focused on eco-design and ‘circular 
economy’ to Japan, China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. He is the organiser of the Sustainable 
Innovation series of international conferences that is now in its 21st year.  
Professor Sandy Black Professor of Fashion & Textile Design & Technology, Centre for 
Sustainable Fashion, University of the Arts London, London College of Fashion. Professor 
Black has extensive experience in both the fashion industry and academia. As designer and 
director of the Sandy Black fashion knitwear label, she sold to fashion stores internationally, 
and then developed the successful Sandy Black original knitting yarns and kits. Following this 
Sandy went into education and became Director of undergraduate and postgraduate fashion 
and textiles programmes first at University of Brighton then London College of Fashion, where 
she developed the multi-disciplinary MA programme in Fashion Studies. She was the 
programme’s first director until 2005, after which she focused on research, including the 
pioneering Interrogating Fashion inter-disciplinary research cluster. 

Sandy publishes widely on fashion, textiles and knitwear design and sustainability, and their 
intersection with science, technology and craft. Her most recent books include The 
Sustainable Fashion Handbook published in 2012 by Thames and Hudson to international 
acclaim, and Knitting: Fashion, Industry, Craft also published in 2012 by V&A Publishing, 
based on extensive archival and contemporary research. She is the founder and co-editor of 
the journal Fashion Practice: Design, Creative Process and the Fashion 
Industry (Bloomsbury), now in its 6th year which gives voice to the practitioner and those 
relating research, practice and enterprise. 
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3. SPEED NETWORKING DETAILS 

NETWORKING/MATCHMAKING STEP-BY-STEP  

Each artist/designer is asked to their counterpart technology specialist, each for five 
minutes, for a total of ten minutes per pair, before being rotated to the next one to start 
again. (See most popular “Speed Networking” models for guidance on running the session 
at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_Networking#Models.2Fmodalities or follow this guide: 

a.     Briefly explain the process; 

b.     Blow a whistle to start the session; 

c.     Everyone should find a partner – trying to find someone NOT in their field; 

d.     Each have five minutes to tell each other a little about their project idea; 

e.     Blow the whistle again and all swap partners again with someone NOT in their 
field; 

f.      They again have five minutes each for the pitch; 

g.     Repeat this procedure multiple times – take a break after 1.5 hours; 

h.     Finally blow the whistle twice to indicate the end of pitching; 

i.       Ask everyone to separate and spend 10-15 minutes on their own to tally their 
favourite pitches from the session; 

j.       Each person approaches their top choice and exchanges details and agrees 
to put together a more detailed plan together within 7 days for submit to project 
partners for selection. 

 

RULES For Speed Networking 

Procedures 

1. One person will sit and remain seated for the duration of the speed-networking activities. 
When a bell sounds, the other person sits across from the 1st person. Each pair then has 5 
minutes to pitch their project idea to each other. Each pair has only 10 minutes in total, so that 
everyone in the room is allowed an opportunity to pitch to each other. When the bell sounds 
again, the roamers get up and move to their right to start their next pitching. 

Scoring Methods 

2. A scorecard and pen will be provided to score the interaction or idea pitched to you. On this 
scorecard, participants are to score or rate each of the pitches for future reference. This is 
important, since you may meet up to twenty people at each event and you may not remember 
the name of the person/ idea liked the best. Scoring should be done discreetly after the event 
ends or while the roamers are moving around. You may score an idea on creativity, potential, 
the conversation and even any kind of immediate synergies you have with the person pitching. 
Just make sure to write down the name of everyone and the concept to keep your thoughts 
organised. 
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Conversation Rules 

3.While ten minutes is not much time to delve into deep conversation, it often will yield enough 
of a first impression so that you can make a judgment on whether or not you and the other 
person have synergies with ideas for collaboration. However, there are some things that are 
off-limits to talk about while speed networking: personal life, where people work or company, 
background (it will take too long). The goal of speed networking is to meet as many people as 
you can to find a project match, so talk about the main concepts of the idea, what you hope to 
achieve with it, the skills you lack to make it happen, the artistic or technical (ICT) merit, etc. 

It's a Match!  

After the event, we will ask you to complete your scoring and we will compile the information 
from everyone's Score Cards to see who the best matches were. If two people mutually 
checked “YES,” then there’s project or idea match (odds are you'll have one or more matches). 
From there, it's up to you to contact one another to learn more about each other to start working 
on your project proposal for the Open Call. 

Once selected, teams can start their project (depending on the nature and complexity of the 
project and needs of the team) and be inducted with your mentor. Each team will have 6-8 
months to complete their project together, being observed and facilitated by mentors and hubs 
throughout the process. 
 
Score Card 
 

Number Name of Person Pitch Title/Idea Rating 
1-5 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

 
Comments: (Add any additional thoughts) 
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4 DISCUSSION SESSION REVIEW 

In collaboration with James Weaver, a Queen Mary PhD working with Nick Bryan-Kinns and 
Rachel Lasebikan, we have developed the overall plan that guides the discussions and aids 
in the collection of data – mentioned above and below. In addition to this, we in WP5 assign 
the topic each speaker will guide in their discussion group, based on their expertise and what 
they will be speaking about, and ask each of them to come up with challenges, provocations 
and questions based on that topic, to get the groups started. The topics are based on the 
Open Call Themes. We ask the group members to use Post-it notes and flipchart paper to 
document their ideas, mind-mapping and sketches as solutions to the challenges provided.   

Each facilitator is asked to photograph the end drawings, mind-maps, and prototypes to 
provide to us and to also summarise the discussion to the greater group for a wider discussion. 
We leave the style and appraoch of facilitation up to the speaker and they generate a strong 
debate. The methods of capturing the data alongside with paper documentation and photos, 
include audio recordings and general photos (by James in London and Eindhoven), video 
recordings (by a UCA Masters student), post-session interviews (if time), post-event surveys, 
and our slido and twitter feeds. 

4.1 BRIEF FOR DISCUSSION GROUP LEADERS  

Below is the brief that is sent out to all speakers before each event: 
 
Dear XXXXX  
 
Thank you for agreeing to moderate the discussion table XXXXXXX at the WEAR 
Sustain event XXXXXXXX. 
 
Your topic 
 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
Guidance for the running of the discussion group 
 
We want the discussion groups to be as natural as possible, so you can really dig 
into the topic.  How you manage the discussion is at your discretion, but we request 
that you pose questions or challenges to the group, with the discussion group as a 
way to come up with solutions to the topic being discussed. Please try not to cover 
too much of these in your earlier presentation so as to give nothing for the group to 
come up with on their own. 
 
Data Capture of your discussion group 
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Capturing the detail of the conversations held in your group is one of the methods 
WEAR Sustain will be using to create the Sustainability Toolkit that will be used to 
develop the Wearable Technology Eco-System across Europe.  
 
We have prepared a number of ways of capturing this data, and we would be 
grateful if you could complete the following, so that we can capture your discussion 
contents as fully as possible.  We will not be identifying individuals in our data 
capture, but details of the conversations will be used in our research output. 
 

• Audio Recording  -  (using your phone, or other device). Please ask your 
participants to identify themselves at the start of the recording, and if possible 
to give a minute on their background. 

• Mind Mapping - (please take an image of this once finished).  
• Summary Form  - (if you cannot complete this - please audio record your 

thoughts). 
 
We would appreciate if you could submit these to us at the end of session, in person 
or by email to Lucy Bunnell lbunnell@ucreative.ac.uk 
 
In addition, at WEAR Sustain events we will make a sketch book available to 
participants, and you are invited to visualise your responses to the topics being 
discussed, as well as text responses, to make your ideas more concrete.   
 
 
4.2 POST EVENT FEEDBACK FORMS 
 
EVENT Feedback for participants / visitors 
 
Event: ……………………………………………………………….……………………….. 
 
How did you hear about this event? …………………………………….……………….. 
 
Are you an artist, designer, engineer, etc? (please let us know your field/practice) 
 

☐ Artist:  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Designer:  ……………………………………………………………….  
☐ Engineer:  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Programmer: ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Hobbyist:  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Other:  ………………………………………………………………. 

 
Are you a 
 

☐ Student   
☐ Employee  
☐ Freelance   
☐ Academic   
☐ Unemployed  
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☐ Other:…………………………… 
  
 
Are you based locally? 
 

☐ Yes 
☐ No, I travelled to this event from ……………………………………... 

 
To which gender do you most identify? 

☐ Female 
☐ Male 
☐ Transgender Female 
☐ Transgender Male 

 

☐ Gender Variant / Non-Conforming 
☐ Not Listed 
☐ Prefer Not To Answer 

What is your age? 
 

☐ 18-24 years old 
☐ 25-34 years old 
☐ 35-44 years old 
☐ 45-54 years old 

☐ 55-64 years old 
☐ 65-74 years old 
☐ 75 years or older 

What is your interest/ experience in the wearable technology, electronics and / or smart 
textiles field? 

 
Have you worked on wearable technology, electronics and / or smart textiles projects/ 
products before? If yes, what did you make? 
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Are you interested in developing wearable technology, electronics and / or smart textile 
projects into commercial products? If yes, what product group? 
 

 
Have you worked on interdisciplinary projects/products in a team? If yes, what did you make, 
and what other disciplines were included with them? (if many, please name at least two) 
 

 
Is sustainability (economic, environmental and / or social) a concern when you are planning 
and developing a new project/product? 

If not yet, what would you ideally like to include into a sustainability wearable technology and 
/ or smart textile project/ products? 
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Are data ethics or privacy a concern when you are planning and making a new 
project/product? 

If not yet, what would you ideally like to include into an ethical data wearable technology 
project/product?

 
What did you like about the event? 
 

 
What was missing? 
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Did you learn something new today? If yes, what? 
 

 

We would like to ask you to share your photos and videos of the event with us. We would 
also like to hear your questions and concerns in regards to sustainability and ethics when 
working with wearables, electronic and smart textiles. 
 
You can reach us through  
info@wearsustain.eu  
www.wearsustain.eu  
@WEARsustain  
  
WEAR Sustain project – Feedback from Speakers 
 
Name: ……………………………………...……………………………………...... 
 
Affiliation: ……………………………………...……………………………………...... 
 
Field/Industry/Expertise: ……………………………………...…………………….. 
 

Are you based locally? 
 

☐ Yes 
☐ No, I travelled to this event from ……………………………………... 

 

Are you an artist, designer, engineer, etc? 
 

☐ Artist:  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Designer:  ……………………………………………………………….  
☐ Engineer:  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Programmer: ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Hobbyist:  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Other:  ………………………………………………………………. 
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Are you  
 

☐ Student  ……………………………………………………………….
  
☐ Employee  ……………………………………………………………….  
☐ Freelance  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Academic  ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Unemployed ………………………………………………………………. 
☐ Other  ………………………………………………………………. 

  
What is your interest/ experience in the wearable technology, electronics and / or 
smart textiles field? 

 
 
Can you name two of your own most significant (for you) projects/products? Please 
provide links and / references, if available. 

 
Can you name two of your favourite projects done by others? What was most 
significant about them, in your opinion? 
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Are you interested in developing wearable technology, electronics and / or smart 
textile projects into commercial products? If yes, what product group? 

 
Have you worked on interdisciplinary projects/products in a team? If yes, what did 
you make, and what other disciplines were included with them? (if many, please 
name us at least two) 

 
Is sustainability (economic, environmental and / or social) a concern when you are 
planning and developing a new project/product? 
If not yet, what would you ideally like to include into a sustainability wearable 
technology and / or smart textile project/ products? 

 
 
Are data ethics or privacy a concern when you are planning and making a new 
project/ product?  
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If not yet, what would you ideally like to include into an ethical data wearable 
technology project/product? 

 
What did you like about the event? 
 

 
What was missing? 
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Did you learn something new today? If yes, what? 
 

 

We would like to ask you to share your photos and videos of the event with us. We 
would also like to hear your questions and concerns in regards to sustainability and 
ethics when working with wearables. 
 
You can reach us through 
info@wearsustain.eu 
www.wearsustain.eu 
@WEARsustain  
 
 

POST DISCUSSION FEEDBACK   

Round Table: Summary Form 

 

Discussion Topic: 

 

Chair: 

 

Participants: 

 

 

Please summarise the key points of the conversation here (this will be correlated with 
the Mind Map and Audio Recording). 
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5. FIRST EVENTS SUMMARIES 

5.1 FEEDBACK ON SOFIA LAUNCH/ HACKATHON EVENT [30TH MARCH – 2ND APRIL] 

Summary Opening Event (Berit Greinke) 
 

 
 
The opening event took place in the evening before a Hackathon weekend, to introduce and 
inspire potential applicants to WEAR. The event took place in the Smart Fab Lab, an open 
prototyping and event facility in central Sofia, Bulgaria, and was attended by about 50 
people.  
 
Presentations: 

• Stavri: Introduction to WEAR and application process 
• Berit: Introduction project work from Design Research Lab, Berlin University of the 

Arts.  
• Stavri: showed films of interesting wearables work in Central and Eastern Europe 

 
Questions by audience related to WEAR: 

• How is it possible to develop a fully market-ready product within six months? 

• Do you fund artwork, or how can artwork fit the category to be funded? 

• Does the project need to result in a wearables artefact? Do you fund the 
development of services? 

• What exactly does TRL 3 mean? 
 
Observations:  

• Artists and fashion designers were anxious about the participation in the hackathon, 
due to their “lack of knowledge about technology”. This extended to the WEAR call. 

• There were already teams forming for WEAR application, however there was need 
for matchmaking, in particular designers / artists were lacking in the teams I spoke to. 

 
• The Hackathon was a good format to engage artists and designers, but the term 

‘Hackathon’ might discourage / scare them; 

• TRLs not clear - they need to be defined for arts / design context (Berit working on 
that); 
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• Berit: It’s not possible to be host and speaker, while also collecting feedback from 
event, filming and taking photos. James is looking into better (remote, automatic, 
etc.) solutions for data collection. 

5.2 FEEDBACK ON BARCELONA LAUNCH EVENT APRIL 20TH & 21ST, 2017 

Organised by Lucy Bunnell, UCA 

Thursday evening in Barcelona – feedback to learn from for other Open Call events:  

1. The Thursday event went well although it was poorly attended which was for a few reasons: 
- represntatives from the Creative Ring (Victor) promoted the event well, but a little later in the 
process than planned; 
- The venue wasn't in an area that is popular or convenient to go to after work (even though it 
isn't far, people said it was a pain); 
- On the Friday at least, there was a competing tech event that we weren't aware of. 
 
2. On the plus side, Victor did a brilliant job and did everything he could to make the event 
happen and go well and they are very keen to continue to work with us for the duration of the 
project. Oscar Tomico is a brilliant ambassador for WEAR and a real asset. He has some 
insights for us about how WEAR is being perceived...see below. 

3. The main feedback we received from both Oscar Tomico and the people in the audience, 
who intend to apply for funding, was: 

- We need to be more consistent with our text on the documents/website etc., as we 
apparently contradict ourselves at times (with important details like how market ready the 
projects need to be and become); 

- We are alienating creative people with our wording on not only through the f6s platform, 
but also in the Open Call manual/website. Oscar said that designers/artists he was 
speaking to think that WEAR is not for them as they think it's all about being market 
ready/commercial, so they feel that their input is either not required at all or only in a small 
part at the start. We discussed the idea that we not only change the wording where 
possible, but we also have a separate campaign of promotion for these people; 

- We need to make public (if possible) the scoring system that we have as that could help 
people see that their idea does stand a chance against a more commercial idea perhaps 
as they can see the weighting is nicely spread across the criteria; 

- We need to make it more clear about the support they can receive from Hubs etc to make 
their idea become more market ready. 

Friday 21st April, 2017 - Barcelona report (Giannino) 

Canodrom’s technical staff did not show up, so Victor had to cope with a lot of technical 
problems that he was not fully ready to face (He did an excellent job, anyway) and we 
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proceeded after few delays and some changes in the order of the presentations, given some 
system failures and conflicts. The place was adequate, but quite out of the centre, but great 
under short notice and great support of the Creative Ring in Victor. 

Despite that, there was a strong feeling that the quality of our audience was very high. The 
problem of consistency between the text on the website and in presentation is great and since 
there have been different authors and many changes (esepecially to the presntation) we need 
to make sure we are being consistent with our message and this was also noted the second 
day by the audience.  

The view was that the lack of consistency is due to an ambiguity and apparent contradictions 
in the meaning of the terms “artists” “creative people” and  “market ready”. We need have to 
review and address these issues. If the EC is asking for “commercial ready” prototypes, we 
need to address how we engage and encourage “artists” to be involved, as many of them will 
refuse, or simply do not know how to address with such a request.  

On the other hand, “commercial ready” in itself is not meaningful in and of itself, outside of an 
industrial, material context. Our Hubs policy needs to be more clearly defined (which is now 
being addressed by UdK adn DSLL). Another limitation might occur at very deep levels of the 
design of the WEAR project, because are giving Hubs the benefit of the doubt and taking for 
granted they will be ready to provide services our teams need, which are in reality are not well 
defined yet. The main topic of concern was the not so clear PPT slide about TRL. 

Friday’s audience was quite active and responsive. The speakers were superb, all of them, 
presenting on their previous projects, so I felt these were excellent examples of suitable 
“artists” can bring to the project and should apply for our calls. Pau Alsina’s philosophical 
methodology in framing wearable technologies and their relation to body and identity was very 
powerful and enjoyable, and deserves to be somehow incorporated in our project (Lucy is 
trying to get the presentations to put on our website and hopefuly the video Victor captured is 
useable). There was an impression that the audience was happy about our call, and interested 
in participating. 

There was good a general discussion, open to all the audience of about 10 people. The 
presentations where very good, speakers and audience were happy and attentive. Giannino 
was busy all the time keeping the timing aligned, and managing the event, with no time for 
photos or tweets. He was approached by many of the audience, before and after (even in the 
metro...) asking for more details.  

Feedback from Giannino since the event:  

- We need to try to have more WEAR representatives attending each WEAR 
event to help it run more smoothly (2 minimum, 3 ideally) 
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- We need to liaise more effectively with the venue/local organiser to ensure 
we have everything in place to deliver a good event and can deliver the 
WEAR objectives 

 

5.3 FEEDBACK ON LONDON LAUNCH EVENT MAY 3RD, 2017 

Digital Catapult, London (Camille/Lucy) Organised by Lucy Bunnell, UCA 

This was a good event with 100 signed up and about 50 in attendace with about 35 being 
there until the end of the event at 9pm. 

There was a large number of high level participants (CEO’s, Directors of organisation, Artistic 
Directors, etc.) especially from the Fashion sector interested in becoming experts, mentors or 
hub leaders.  

The event progressed very close to the schedule above – although as the MC I was delayed 
by 10 minutes due my teaching requirements in the morning and the schedule crept to 30 
mintes delayed by the end of the afternoon session and almost flowed straight into the  evening 
session and many participants decided not to go for dinner but stuck around for the evening 
session.  

The speakers almost all focussed on the ethical and sustainability issues from slightly different 
angles: Sandy Black from fashion, Martin Charter from his organisation and 25+ years of 
focussed on sustainability advocacy in product design, Anne Prahl focussed on her PhD 
specifically on wearable technology and e-textiles and Ed Gillespie ended with a poignant and 
entertaining focus in general but also with a focus on his work helping companes of all sizes 
become more ethical and sustainable. All excellent speakers and experts. 

The discussion break out groups at the last part of the afternoon had very deep participation 
and it was discovered that while they had separate issues to address they groups often 
overlaped in what they discussed and focussed on, with a great deal of emphasis on impact 
on emotional, mental and social/cultural impact and health and ways to address these. While 
the environmental issues were also covered by the assigned groups, much of solutions took 
their ideas and expanded on what was discussed by the speakers earlier. Some very 
interesting ‘solutions’ were suggested, many not wearable, it was great to get the input from 
this very intersted and committed group. 

Rachel presented the Open Call details and then she and Camille anwered questions on 
applying and how to become and mentor and hubs for over an hour – many of these questions 
and their answers will be added to the FAQs and possibly on upcoming Webinars.  
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The audience had a good many lecturers and leaders in the group and only about 11 or 12 
admitting they would apply so they asked instead if they could just go around the room and 
introduce themselves so that those who wish to “matchmake” could see who to talk to – so we 
did this and then the last 45 minutes were networking and having beverages with the group.  

Most of the group indcated that they wished to be mentors or hubs and we will follow up on 
this in the coming week or so. 

6. CONCLUSION 

There is a concern of some consortium parners about the WP5 deliverable dimension not 
being implemented during the recent events in Barcelona and in Sofia. The result of this is 
that we may need to facilitate a few dedicated WP5 ethics and sustainability-only discussion 
and feedback events next year, espectially in Southern and Eastern Europe, otherwise we will 
not meet our deliverable for our toolkit – especially in these regions. The way it has been 
planned above, is the most effective way to capture that input, in-person, while particpants are 
in attendence, since people don’t like to complete surveys/questionnaires, so our success with 
these types of follow-on techniques is likely to be low. However, we will attempt to capture this 
feedback in any way we can through other means, one suggestion is to facilitate live webinars 
in 2018 with this region, and especially with our already engaged expert reviewers, mentors, 
hub leaders and speakers. 

People often like the opportunity to help shape policies, so we need to be diligent at enabling 
this. There was a concern in Barcelona that there were too many speakers to fit into the time 
scale – which is great that there was such enthusiasm, but in future we need hosts to stick to 
a maximum of  3 or 4 speakers, so that we can meet our agenda and deliverable needs, which 
is a valuable learning outcome. Going forward, we will in future not also include panel 
discussions after speakers unlike in Barcelona, and instead will only facilitate the 
discussion/research cafe groups, followed by an open discussion at the end with all 
participants, so that we have some data to capture, in order to provide some valuable content 
for the toolkit. 

This was not an issue at the London event where we collected a lot of data and will now need 
to sort it and determine its value in helping to shape future events and the WP5 tasks, such 
as the above mentioned webinars and local meetup consultations with experts.  
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7.  ANNEX 

This Annex includes the following attached below: 

• PR lists for Press Releases in various regions: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B0l8wMg2nArzZEF1WFdIV3pOMDg?usp=sharin
g 

• Posters for the 1st 3 events: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0l8wMg2nArzZ05yaVRDVWF0ZmM/view?usp=sharing  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B20vRweVgl3FN24tZV9xclhaM1E/view?usp=sharing   
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0l8wMg2nArza2Zsbm9HQWZkQms/view?usp=sharing  
 

• Link to first event in Sofia: https://www.facebook.com/events/1871267809823184/  
 

• Links to second event in Barcelona: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/wear-sustain-open-
call-launch-barcelona-tickets-33332243638   

 
• Link to third event to take place in London: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/wear-sustain-

open-call-launch-london-tickets-33333245635    
 
• Link to photos from the event in Sofia: 

https://www.flickr.com/gp/149355045@N03/04dm21  
 

• Link to photos from the event in Barcelona: 
https://www.flickr.com/gp/149355045@N03/93Zphi 

 
• Link to photos from the event in London: 

https://www.flickr.com/gp/149355045@N03/r94988  
 


